The EDC Support Facility does not materially restrict NNL’s ability to sell any of its assets (subject to certain maximum
amounts) or to purchase or pre-pay any of its currently outstanding debt. The EDC Support Facility can be suspended or
terminated if NNL’s senior long-term debt rating by Moody’s Investors Service, or Moody’s, has been downgraded to
less than B3 or if its debt rating by Standard & Poor’s, or S&P, has been downgraded to less than B–.
In connection with the EDC Amendment, each of the guarantee and security agreements previously guaranteeing or
securing the obligations of Nortel and its subsidiaries under the EDC Support Facility and Nortel’s public debt securities
were terminated and the assets of Nortel and its subsidiaries pledged under the security agreements were released in full.
EDC also agreed to provide future support under the EDC Support Facility on an unsecured basis and without the
guarantees of NNL’s subsidiaries provided that should NNL or its subsidiaries incur or guarantee certain indebtedness in
the future above agreed thresholds of $25 in North America and $100 outside of North America, equal and ratable
security and/or guarantees of NNL’s obligations under the EDC Support Facility would be required at that time.
Effective February 14, 2006, NNL’s obligations under the EDC Support Facility became equally and ratably secured with
the 2006 Credit Facility and the 2023 Bonds by a pledge of substantially all of the U.S. and Canadian assets of NNC
and NNL and the U.S. assets of NNI in accordance with the terms of the EDC Support Facility. NNL’s obligations
under the EDC Support Facility also were guaranteed by NNC and NNI at such time. These guarantees and security
agreements will terminate when the 2006 Credit Facility is repaid.
As a result of the delayed filing of this report with the SEC and other related breaches, EDC has the right to refuse to
issue additional support and terminate its commitments under the $750 support facility, or the EDC Support Facility, or
require that NNL cash collateralize all existing support. As of April 14, 2006, there was approximately $162 of
outstanding support under the EDC Support Facility. We are currently in discussions with EDC under the EDC Support
Facility to negotiate waivers related to the Third Restatement and the delay in filing this report and the anticipated delay
in filing our 2006 First Quarter Report. Although we expect to reach an agreement with EDC with respect to the terms
of an acceptable waiver, there can be no assurance that we will receive such waivers.
For information related to our outstanding public debt, see ‘‘Long-term debt, credit and support facilities’’ in note 11 of
the accompanying audited consolidated financial statements. For information related to our debt ratings, see ‘‘Credit
Ratings’’ below. See the ‘‘Risk Factors’’ section of this report for factors that may affect our ability to comply with
covenants and conditions in our EDC Support Facility in the future.
Shelf registration statement and base shelf prospectus
In 2002, we and NNL filed a shelf registration statement with the SEC and a base shelf prospectus with the applicable
securities regulatory authorities in Canada, to qualify the potential sale of up to $2,500 of various types of securities in
the U.S. and/or Canada. The qualifying securities include common shares, preferred shares, debt securities, warrants to
purchase equity or debt securities, share purchase contracts and share purchase or equity units (subject to certain
approvals). As of December 31, 2005, approximately $1,700 under the shelf registration statement and base shelf
prospectus had been utilized. As of June 6, 2004, the Canadian base shelf prospectus expired. As a result of the delayed
filing of our Exchange Act reports with the SEC due to the multiple restatements and revisions to our and NNL’s prior
financial results, we and NNL continue to be unable to use, in its current form as a short-form shelf registration
statement, the remaining approximately $800 of capacity for various types of securities under our SEC shelf registration
statement. We will again become eligible for short-form shelf registration with the SEC after we have completed timely
filings of our financial reports for twelve consecutive months. See the ‘‘Risk Factors’’ section in this report.
Credit Ratings

Rating Agency

Standard & Poor’s Ratings Service **
Moody’s Investors Service, Inc. *****

Rating on Long-Term Debt
Issued or Guaranteed by
Nortel Networks Limited/
Nortel Networks Corporation

Rating on Preferred
Shares Issued by Nortel
Networks Limited

Last Update

B–
B3

CCC–
Caa3

February 8, 2006
February 8, 2006

On June 1, 2005, S&P affirmed its ratings on NNL, including its long-term corporate credit rating at ‘‘B–’’ and its
preferred shares rating at ‘‘CCC–’’. At the same time, the ratings on NNC were removed from credit watch and were
assigned a stable outlook. On July 6, 2005, Moody’s confirmed the long-term corporate ratings of NNL at ‘‘B3’’ and the
preferred shares at ‘‘Caa3’’ and maintained its negative outlook. The ratings confirmation concluded a ratings review for
possible downgrade under effect since April 28, 2004. As a result of the EDC Amendment, on October 27, 2005, both
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S&P and Moody’s affirmed its long-term corporate credit ratings of NNL at ‘‘B–’’ long-term and ‘‘B3’’, respectively.
As a result of the Proposed Settlement Agreement, on February 8, 2006, S&P revised its outlook from stable to positive
and at the same time affirmed its ‘‘B–’’ long-term and ‘‘B–2’’ short-term corporate credit ratings on NNL. On
March 10, 2006, as a result of our announcement of the Third Restatement, S&P placed its ratings on NNL, including
the ‘‘B–’’ long-term corporate rating, on creditwatch with negative implications, but indicated that, should we complete
our filings by the end of April as expected and absent any further negative consequences of the Third Restatement, S&P
would likely affirm the ‘‘B–’’ rating and assign a positive outlook. There can be no assurance that our credit ratings will
not be lowered or that these ratings agencies will not issue adverse commentaries, potentially resulting in higher
financing costs and reduced access to capital markets or alternative financing arrangements. A reduction in our credit
ratings may also affect our ability, and the cost, to securitize receivables, obtain bid, performance related and other
bonds, access the EDC Support Facility and/or enter into normal course derivative or hedging transactions.
Off-Balance Sheet Arrangements
Bid, Performance Related and Other Bonds
We have entered into bid, performance related and other bonds in connection with various contracts. Bid bonds generally
have a term of less than twelve months, depending on the length of the bid period for the applicable contract.
Performance related and other bonds generally have a term of twelve months and are typically renewed, as required, over
the term of the applicable contract. The various contracts to which these bonds apply generally have terms ranging from
two to five years. Any potential payments which might become due under these bonds would be related to our nonperformance under the applicable contract. Historically, we have not had to make material payments and we do not
anticipate that we will be required to make material payments under these types of bonds.
The following table provides information related to these types of bonds as of:

Bid and performance related bonds(a) **************************************
Other bonds(b) *********************************************************
Total bid, performance related and other bonds******************************

December 31,
2005

December 31,
2004

$222
44
$266

$362
68
$430

(a) Net of restricted cash and cash equivalents amounts of $36 and $36 as of December 31, 2005 and December 31, 2004,
respectively.
(b) Net of restricted cash and cash equivalents amounts of $31 and $28 as of December 31, 2005 and December 31, 2004,
respectively.

The criteria under which bid, performance related and other bonds can be obtained changed due to the industry
environment primarily in 2002 and 2001. During that timeframe, in addition to the payment of higher fees, we
experienced significant cash collateral requirements in connection with obtaining new bid, performance related and other
bonds. Given that the EDC Support Facility is used to support bid and performance bonds with varying terms, including
those with at least 365 day terms, we will likely need to increase our use of cash collateral to support these obligations
beginning on January 1, 2007 absent a further extension of the facility.
Any bid or performance related bonds with terms that extend beyond December 31, 2007 are currently not eligible for
the support provided by this facility. See ‘‘Liquidity and Capital Resources — Sources of Liquidity — Available support
facility’’ for additional information on the EDC Support Facility and the related security agreements.
Receivables Securitization and Certain Variable Interest Transactions
In January 2003, the Financial Accounting Standards Board, or FASB, issued FASB Interpretation, or FIN, No. 46,
‘‘Consolidation of Variable Interest Entities — an Interpretation of Accounting Research Bulletin No. 51, ‘‘Consolidated
Financial Statements’’, or FIN 46, and in December 2003, the FASB issued a revision of FIN 46 — FIN 46 (Revised
2003), or FIN 46R. FIN 46R provides guidance with respect to the consolidation of variable interest entities, or VIEs.
VIEs are characterized as entities in which equity investors do not have the characteristics of a ‘‘controlling financial
interest’’ or there is not sufficient equity at risk for the entity to finance its activities without additional subordinated
financial support. Reporting entities which have a variable interest in such an entity and are deemed to be the primary
beneficiary must consolidate the variable interest entity.
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